Abstract. We propose a symbolic verification method for directorybased consistency protocols working for an arbitrary number of controlled resources and competing processes. We use a graph-based language to specify in a uniform way both client/server interaction schemes and manipulation of directories that contain the access rights of individual clients. Graph transformations model the dynamics of a given protocol. Universally quantified conditions defined on the labels of edges incident to a given node are used to model inspection of directories, invalidation loops and integrity conditions. Our verification procedure computes an approximated backward reachability analysis by using a symbolic representation of sets of configurations. Termination is ensured by using the theory of well-quasi orderings.
Introduction
Several implementations of consistency and integrity protocols used in file systems, virtual memory, and shared memory multi-processors are based on clientserver architectures. Clients compete to access shared resources (cache and memory lines, memory pages, open files). Each resource is controlled by a server process. In order to get access to a resource, a client needs to start a transaction with the corresponding server. Each server maintains a directory that associates to each client the access rights for the corresponding resource. In real implementations these information are stored into arrays, lists, or bitmaps and are used by the server to take decisions in response to client requests, e.g., to grant access, request invalidation, downgrade access mode or to check integrity of meta-data as in programs like fsck used to check Unix-like file-systems. Typically, a server handles a set of resources, e.g. cache lines and directory entries, whose cardinality depends on the underlying hardware/software platform. Consistency protocols however are often designed to work well independently from the number of resources to be controlled, i.e., independently from a given hardware/software configuration.
The need of reasoning about systems with an arbitrary number of resources makes verification of directory-based consistency protocols a quite challenging task in general. Abstraction techniques operating on the number of resources and/or the number of clients are often applied to reduce the verification task to decidable problems for finite-state (e.g. invisible and environment abstraction in [9, 13] ) or Petri net-like models (e.g. counting abstraction used in [16, 14, 24, 25] ).
In this paper we propose a new approximated verification technique that operates on models in which both the number of controlled resources and of competing clients is not fixed a priori. Instead of requiring a preliminary abstraction of the model, our method makes use of powerful symbolic representations of parametric system configurations and of dynamic approximation operators applied during symbolic exploration of the state-space.
Our verification method is defined for a specification language in which system configurations are modelled by using a special type of graphs in which vertexes are partitioned into client and server nodes. Client and server nodes are labelled with a set of "states" that represent the current state of the corresponding processes. Labelled edges are used both to define client/server transactions and to describe the local information maintained by each server (e.g. a directory is represented by the set of edges incident to a given server node).
Protocol rules are specified here by rewriting rules that update the state of a node and of one of its incident edges. This very restricted form of graph rewriting naturally models asynchronous communication mechanisms. Furthermore, we admit here guards defined by means of universally quantified conditions on the set of labels of edges of a given node. This kind of guards is important to model operations like inspection of a directory or invalidation cycles without need of abstracting them by means of atomic operations like broadcast in [16, 14] . In order to reason about parameterized formulations of consistency protocols we consider here systems in which the size of graphs (number of nodes and edges) is not bounded a priori.
The advantage of working with conditional graph rewriting is twofold. On one side it gives us enough power to formally describe each step of consistency protocols like the full-map coherence protocol [20] in a very detailed way. On the other side it allows us to define (and implement) our verification method at a very abstract level by using graph transformations.
Related Work Parameterized verification methods based on finite-state abstractions have been applied to safety properties of consistency protocols and mutual exclusion algorithms. Among these, we mention the invisible invariants method [9, 21] and the environment abstraction method [13] . Counting abstraction and Petri net-like analysis techniques are considered, e.g., in [16, 14, 24, 25] .
Differently from all the previous works, our algorithm is based on graph constraints that allow us to symbolically represent infinite-sets of configurations without need of preliminary finitization of parameters like number of clients, servers, resources, and size of directories. We apply instead dynamic approximation techniques to deal with universally quantified global conditions. We recently used a similar approach for systems with flat configurations (i.e. words) and with a single global context [7] . The new graph-based algorithm is a generalization of the approach in [7] . Indeed, the symbolic configurations we used in [7] can be viewed as graphs with a single server node and no edges, since global conditions are tested directly on the current process states.
Furthermore, the approximation we propose in this paper is more precise than the monotonic abstraction used to deal with global conditions in our previous work [3-6, 1] (i.e. deletion of processes that do not satisfy the condition). Indeed, consistency property like reachability of a server in state bad in the case study presented in Section 4 always return false positives using monotonic abstraction (by deleting all edges that are not in Q we can always move to bad). In synthesis the new approach can be viewed as an attempt of introducing more precise approximated verification algorithms for parameterized systems while retaining good features of approaches like counting and monotonic abstraction in [16, 3] like termination properties based on the theory of well-quasi orderings.
Concerning verification algorithms for graph rewriting systems, we are only aware of the works in [18, 22] . We use here different type of graph specifications (e.g. we consider universal quantification on incoming edges) and a different notion of graph-based symbolic representation (i.e. a different entailment relation) with respect to those applied to leader election and routing protocols in [18, 22] .
A Client/Server Abstract Model
To represent configurations of client/server protocols, we define a special kind of bipartite graphs. Let Λ s be a finite set of server node labels, Λ c a finite set of client node labels, and Λ e a finite set of edge labels. Furthermore, for n ∈ N let n = {1, . . . , n}. A c/s-graph is a tuple G = (n c , n s , E, λ c , λ s , λ e ), where n s is the set of server nodes, n c is the set of client nodes, E ⊆ n s × n c is a set of edges connecting a server with a set of clients, and a client with at most one server (i.e. for each j ∈ n c we require that there exists at most one edge incident in j in E), and λ c : n c → Λ c , λ s : n s → Λ s , and λ e : E → Λ e are labelling functions.
In the rest of the paper we use the operations on c/s-graphs defined in Fig. 1 . A client/server system is a tuple S = (I, R) consisting of a (possibly infinite) set I of c/s-graphs (initial configurations), and a finite set R of rules. We consider here a restricted type of graph rewriting rules to model both the interaction between clients and servers and the manipulation of directories viewed as the set of incident edges in a given server nodes.
The rules have the general form l ⇒ r where l is a pattern that has to match (the labels and structure) of a subgraph in the current configuration in order for the rule to be fireable and r describes how the subgraph is rewritten as the effect of the application of the rule. In this paper we are interested in modelling asynchronous communication patterns. Thus, we consider the following patterns: the empty graph · (it matches with any graph); that denotes an isolated client node with label ; ( ( ) ) that denotes a server node with label ,
σ ←→ that denotes a client node with label and incident edge with label σ; (
σ ←→ that denotes a server node with label and an incident edge with label σ.
Given a graph G = (nc, ns, E, λc, λs, λe), we define:
-edges(G) = E, edges s (i, G) = {e | e = (i, j) ∈ E} for i ∈ ns, and edges c (j, G) = {e | e = (i, j) ∈ E} for j ∈ nc; labele(e, G) = λe(e) for e ∈ E and labele(i, G) = {λe(e) | e ∈ edges s (i, G)} for i ∈ ns; -adde(e, σ, G) = (nc, ns, E ∪ {e}, λc, λs, λ e ) where λ e (e) = σ, λ e (o) = λe(o) in all other cases; -update e (e ← σ, G) = (nc, ns, E, λc, λs, λ e ) where λ e (e) = σ, and λ e (o) = λe(o) in all other cases; -dele(e, G) = (nc, ns, E , λc, λs, λ e ), where
where, given the mapping hi :
cases for x ∈ {e, c}; -nsizes, labels, adds, update s , and dels are defined for server nodes in a way similar to the client node operations. Furthermore, we also admit a special type of rules in which the rewriting step can be applied to a given server node if a universally quantified condition on the labels of the corresponding incident edges is satisfied. Specifically, we consider the rule schemes illustrated in Fig. 2 , where and are node labels of appropriate type, σ and σ are edge labels, and ∀Q is a condition with Q ⊆ Λ e .
With the first two types of rules, we can non-deterministically add a new node to the current graph (e.g. to dynamically inject new servers and clients). With rule start transaction, we non-deterministically select a server and a client (not connected by an already existing edge) add a new edge between them in the current graph (e.g. to dynamically establish a new communication). With rules of types client/server steps, we update the labels of a node with label and one of its incident edges (non-deterministically chosen) with label σ (e.g. to define asynchronous communication protocols). With rule test, we update the node label of a server node i only if all edges incident to i have labels in the set Q ⊆ Λ e . With rule stop transaction, we non-deterministically select a client node with label and incident edge with label σ, and delete such an edge from the current graph (e.g. to terminate a conversation).
It is important to remark that the a server has not direct access to the local state of a client. Thus, it cannot check conditions on the global sets of its current clients in an atomic way. For checking global conditions a server can however check the set of it incident edges, i.e., a local snapshot of the current condition of clients. A consistency protocol should guarantee that the information on the edges (directory) is consistent with the current state of clients.
Transition Relation
Let G be a c/s-graph. The formula ∀Q is satisfied in server node i if label e (i, G) ⊆ Q. The operational semantics is defined via a binary relation ⇒ r on c/s-graphs such that G 0 ⇒ G 1 if and only if one of the following conditions hold:
-r is a new client node rule and
-r is a new server node rule and G 1 = add s ( , G 0 ); -r is a server step rule and there exist nodes i and j in G 0 with edge e = (i, j) ∈ edges(G) such that label s (i, G 0 ) = , label e (e, G 0 ) = σ, G 1 = update e (e ← σ , update s (i ← , G 0 )); -r is an client step rule and there exist nodes i and j in G 0 with edge e = (i, j) ∈ edges(G) such that label n (j, G 0 ) = , label e (e, G 0 ) = σ, G 1 = update e (e ← σ , update c (j ← , G 0 )); -r is a start transaction rule, there exists in G 0 a client node j with no incident edges in E such that label c (j, G 0 ) = , and G 1 = add e ((i, j), σ, update c (j ← , G 0 )) for a server node i; -r is a stop transaction rule, there exist nodes i and j in G 0 such that
Finally, we define ⇒ as r∈R ⇒ r .
Example 1.
As an example, consider a set of labels Λ n partitioned in the two sets Λ c = {idle, wait, use} and Λ s = {ready, check, ack}, and a set of edge labels Λ e = {req, pend, inv, lock}. The following set R of rules models a client-server protocol (with any number of clients and servers) in which a server grants the use of a resource after invalidating the client that is currently using it.
With rule r 1 a client non-deterministically creates a new edge connecting to a server. With rule r 2 a server processes a request by changing the edge to pending, and then moves to state check. With rule r 3 a server sends invalidation messages to the client that is currently using the resource (marked with the special edge lock). With rule r 4 a server moves to the acknowledge step whenever all incident edges have state different from lock and inv. With rule r 5 a server grants the pending request. With rule r 6 a clients releases the resource upon reception of an invalidation request. With rule r 7 a waiting client moves to state use. Now, let us consider an initial graph G 0 with one server node with label ready and two client nodes with label idle. Then, the following sequence (of graphs) represents an evolution of the graph system (G 0 , R):
Pattern Reachability
In this paper we are interested in studying reachability of graphs containing specific patterns (subgraphs). Patterns can be used to represent bad configurations of a graph system. In Example 1 any graph containing the pattern
, for σ, σ ∈ Λ e , represents a violation to the exclusive use of a resource controlled by a server node.
To formally define the notion of pattern, we introduce an ordering on c/sgraphs such that G G iff n c = nsize c (G) ≤ m c = nsize c (G ), n s = nsize s (G) ≤ m s = nsize s (G ), and there exist injective mappings h c : n c → m c and h s : n s → m s such that
. . , n s , -for each e = (i, j) ∈ edges(G), e = (h s (i), h c (j)) ∈ edges(G ) and label e (e, G) = label e (e , G ).
A set of c/s-graphs U ⊆ C is upward closed with respect to if c ∈ U and c c implies c ∈ U . For a c/s-graph G, we use G to denote the upward closure of G, i.e., the set {G | G G }. For sets of c/s-graphs D, D ⊆ C we use D ⇒ D to denote that there are G ∈ D and G ∈ D with G ⇒ G . The Pattern Reachability Problem for graph systems is defined as follows:
Pattern Reachability Problem (PRP) Instance -A graph system P = (I, R).
-A finite set C F of c/s-graphs
Typically, C F (which is an infinite set) is used to characterize sets of bad configurations which we do not want to occur during the execution of the system. In such a case, the system is safe iff C F is not reachable. Therefore, checking safety properties amounts to solving PRP (i.e., to the reachability of upward closed sets). In [7] we show that control state reachability for counter machines can be reduced to PRP. From this property, it follows that PRP is undecidable.
Approximated Verification Algorithm
In this section we propose an approximated verification algorithm based on the notion of graph constraints, a special symbolic representation of an infinite sets of c/s-graphs.
A graph constraint (gc) is a graph Ψ = (n c , n s , E, ρ c , ρ s , ρ e ), with client nodes {1, . . . , n c }, server nodes {1, . . . , n s }, edges in E ⊆ n s × n c , and labels defined by maps ρ c : n c → Λ c , ρ s : n s → (Λ s × 2 Λe ), and ρ e : E → Λ e .
Notice that, in a graph constraint Ψ , the label of a server node is a pair ( , Q) where is a node label and Q ⊆ Λ e is a subset of edge labels, called padding set. In this section we adapt the operations on c/s-graphs to graph constraints. Specifically, given Ψ = (n c , n s , E, ρ c , ρ s , ρ e ), i ∈ n s , j ∈ n c , ρ s (i) = ( , Q), ρ c (j) = , and e ∈ E, then label s (i, Ψ ) = , label p (i, Ψ ) = Q, label c (j, Ψ ) = , and label e (e, Ψ ) = ρ e (e). The other operations are defined as for c/s-graphs. For a graph constraint Ψ to be well-formed (wfgc), we require that label e (i, Ψ ) ⊆ label p (i, Ψ ) for each i ∈ n s . Let Ψ be a wfgc, and G be a c/s-graph. In order to define the denotation of a wfgc Ψ we introduce the relation such that, given a c/s-graph G, Ψ G iff n c = nsize c (Ψ ) ≤ m c = nsize c (G), n s = nsize s (Ψ ) ≤ m s = nsize s (G), and there exist injective mappings h c : n c → m c and h s : n s → m s such that
. . , n s ; -for each e = (i, j) ∈ edges(Ψ ), e = (h s (i), h c (j)) ∈ edges(G) and label e (e, Ψ ) = label e (e , G).
The denotation of a graph constraint Ψ is then defined as [[Ψ ]] = {G | G is a c/s− graph, Ψ G}.
Approximated Predecessor Relation The set of predecessors of a set S of c/sgraphs computed with respect to a rule r is defined as . Specifically, for graph constraints Ψ , with n s = nsize s (Ψ ) and n c = nsize c (Ψ ), and Ψ , and a rule r ∈ R, the relation Ψ ; r Ψ is defined as follows:
σ ←→ and one of the following conditions hold -i ∈ n s , j ∈ n c , e = (i, j) ∈ edges(Ψ ), label s (i, Ψ ) = , label e (e) = σ , and
where Q = label p (i) ∪ {σ}. In this case we update the label of an existing edge (i, j) and of the node i with the labels σ and , respectively. They represent the preconditions for firing the rule. Furthermore, we augment the padding set of i with label σ. Notice that here we apply an approximation, i.e., as soon as we add σ we allow any number of occurrences of edges with label σ but we do not count them. The label of client node j is not modified.
-i ∈ n s , j ∈ n c , edges(j, Ψ ) = ∅ (j has no incident edges), label s (i, Ψ ) = , σ ∈ label p (i, Ψ ), and
where Q = label p (i, Ψ ) ∪ {σ}.
Although not explicitly present, we assume here that the edge (i, j) with label σ is in the upward closure of Ψ (this can happen only if j is not involved in other explicit edges). We add the edge (i, j) with label σ since its presence is a precondition for the firing the rule. Furthermore, we update the label of i as in the first case.
-i ∈ n s , label s (i, Ψ ) = , σ ∈ label p (i, Ψ ), and
where Q = label p (i, Ψ ) ∪ {σ}, and is non-deterministically chosen from Λ c .
Although not explicitly present, we assume here that both the client node n c + 1 (with some label taken from Λ c ) and the edge (i, n c + 1) with label σ are in the upward closure of Ψ . We add them to Ψ since their presence is a precondition for the firing of r. We update the label of i as in the other two cases. Notice that the dimension of the graph constraint is increased by one, since we insert the new node n c + 1. For this kind of rules, there are two remaining cases to consider (the edge and the server node, or the edge and both server and client nodes are not explicitly present in Ψ ). However these cases give rise to graph constraints that are redundant with respect to Ψ . Thus, we can discard them without loss of precision (we recall that our aim is to symbolically represent
σ ←→ and one of the following conditions hold -i ∈ n s , j ∈ n c , e = (i, j) ∈ edges(Ψ ), label c (j, Ψ ) = , label e (e) = σ , and
where Q = label p (i, Ψ ) ∪ {σ}. In this case we update the label of an existing edge (i, j) and of the node j with the labels σ and as a precondition for the firing of the rule r. Furthermore, we add σ to the set of admitted edge labels of server node i.
-i ∈ n s , j ∈ n c , edges(j, Ψ ) = ∅ (j has no incident edges), label c (j, Ψ ) = , σ ∈ label p (i, Ψ ), and
Although not explicitly present, we assume here that the edge (i, j) is in the upward closure of Ψ . We add the edge (i, j) with label σ since its presence is a precondition for the firing of the rule. Furthermore, we update the label of i and j as in the first case. -j ∈ n c , edges(j, Ψ ) = ∅ (j has no incident edges), label c (j, Ψ ) = , and
where ∈ Λ s . Although not explicitly present, we assume here that the edge (n s + 1, j), for a new server node n s + 1 with a label in Λ s , is in the upward closure of Ψ . We add the node and the edge with label σ since its presence is a precondition for firing the rule. Furthermore, we update the label of j as in the first case.
-i ∈ n s , σ ∈ label p (i, Ψ ), and
Although not explicitly present, we assume here that both the node n c + 1 and the edge (i, n c + 1) are in the upward closure of Ψ . We add it with label σ to the set of edges and update the label of i including σ in the set of admitted edges. Notice that there are remaining cases (client, server, and edge are not explicitly present in Ψ ). However these cases give rise to a graph constraint that is redundant with respect to Ψ . Thus, we can discard it without loss of precision (we recall that our aim is to symbolically represent
Test: r is the rule (
: ∀Q and one of the following conditions hold
∈ R for each e ∈ edges(i, Ψ ), and
In this rule the padding label p (i, Ψ ) associated to a node i with label plays a crucial role. We first check that the current set of labels of edges incident to i is contained into the intersection R of label p (i, Ψ ) and Q. If this condition is satisfied, we restrict the padding of node i to be the set R (precondition for firing the rule) and update the label of i to . This rule cannot be applied whenever there are edges in edges(i, Ψ ) with labels not in R. If R is the empty set, then the node i must be isolated.
Given a wfgc Ψ , we define Ψ ; as the set {Ψ | Ψ r ; Ψ , r ∈ R}. The following property then holds.
Entailment Test
We now define an entailment relation used to compare denotations of graph constraints. Let Ψ and Ψ be two wfgc such that nsize c (Ψ ) = n c , nsize s (Ψ ) = n s , nsize c (Ψ ) = m c , and nsize s (Ψ ) = m s . The relation Ψ Ψ holds iff n c ≤ m c , n s ≤ m s , and there exist injective mappings h c :
-for each e = (i, j) ∈ E, e = (h s (i), h c (j)) ∈ E and label e (e, Ψ ) = label e (e , Ψ ).
The following property then holds.
We naturally extend the entailment relation to finite sets of constraints as follows. Given two sets of graph constraints Φ, Φ , Φ Φ iff for each Ψ ∈ Φ there exists Ψ ∈ Φ such that Ψ Ψ .
Backward Reachability
We use the relation ; to define a symbolic backward reachability algorithm for approximating solutions to PRP. We start with a finite set Φ F of graph constraints denoting an infinite set of bad graph configurations. We generate a sequence Φ 0 , Φ 1 , Φ 2 , · · · of finite sets of constraints such that Φ 0 = Φ F , and 
Thus, the procedure can be used as a semi-test for checking PRP.
According to the general results in [2] , the termination of our (approximated) symbolic backward reachability procedure can be ensured by proving that the entailment relation of graph constraints is a well-quasi ordering (wqo). The latter property follows from the fact that a c/s-graph with n s server nodes and n c client nodes can be given an alternative representation as a bag of tuples of a special form. A wfgc can be represented as a bag (multiset) containing the (multiset) of isolated client nodes in G together with tuples of the form (s i , Q i , M i ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n s }, where -s i ∈ Λ s is the label of the server node i,
Λe is the padding associated to i, -if i has client nodes j 1 , . . . , j ki connected to it M i is a bag {p 1 , . . . , p ki } such that p l = (σ l , c l ), where σ l is the label of the edge incident to node j l and c l is the label of node j l .
Given bags m 1 and m 2 associated resp. to wfgc's G 1 and G 2 , m 1 ≤ m 2 holds if: each isolated client node in m 1 can be injected into an isolated client node in m 2 ; each tuple (s, Q, M ) in m 1 can be injected into a tuple (s , Q , M ) in m 2 such that s = s , Q ⊆ Q and M is contained into M (multiset containment). From closure properties of wqo's under bag and tuple composition operators, we have that ≤ is a wqo. Furthermore, we have that m 1 ≤ m 2 implies G 1 G 2 . Thus, the entailment relation of graph constraints is a well-quasi ordering (wqo).
A Case Study
We have implemented a prototype version, symgraph [26], of our approximated verification algorithm and tested on a model of the full-map cache coherence protocol described in [20] . This protocol is defined for a multiprocessor with shared memory and local caches in which the memory controller maintains a directory for each memory line with information about its use, i.e., the line is shared between different caches or used in exclusive mode by a given cache. The directory is used to optimize the invalidation and downgrade phase required when a processor sends a new request for exclusive or shared use. Memory controllers associate a special flag mode ex to each line to remember when the line is in exclusive use (i.e. without need to inspect the full-map).
For reason of space, we only give the key ideas behind our model of this protocol. The initial graph configurations consist of any number of isolated client nodes with label inv (cache controller for a given line in state invalid) and server nodes in state idle (memory controller for a given line in state idle).
During its life cycle the same cache line can be associated to different memory lines. However, at any given instant a cache line is either invalid or contains a copy of a given memory block. A memory line however can be copied into several cache lines. A cache controller in invalid state sends a request for exclusive or shared access using one of the two following rules 
←→
While in the inv loop state, the memory controller sends an invalidation request req inv to all caches connected to it with edges marked sh or ex as specified by rules
The memory controller moves to state ack inv after testing that all requests have been processed by the cache controllers connected to it as specified by the rule ( (inv loop) ) ( (ack inv) ) : ∀{pend, req sh, req ex}
In state ack inv the memory controller grants the access to the waiting cache controller connected to it with an edge labelled pend by using the rule ( (ack inv) ) pend ←→ ( (idle ex ) ) ex
The state idle ex is used here to remember that a cache is using the line in exclusive state (the mode ex flag in [20] is set to 1). Request for shared access are treated in a similar way. However a downgrade request req dg instead of an invalidation message is sent to all caches connected with an edge to the memory controller. The invalidation/downgrade loop can be avoided when the request is processed in the special state idle ex . The complete client/server model for this protocol is given in [26] .
For this case study we consider the following pattern reachability problems (PRP) that represent violation to mutual exclusion and consistency properties. For proving mutual exclusion, we consider a number of PRPs defined by taking as target set of configurations the denotations of a graph with a memory node m and two cache nodes c, c both linked to m (to model the fact that the cache lines stored in c, c correspond to that controlled by m) and such that c, c and the corresponding incident edges have a conflicting state. Formally, we consider graph constraints defined as follows G = {1, 2, {e = (1, 1), e = (1, 2)}, ρ c , ρ s , ρ e } where ρ s (1) = ( , Λ e ), ∈ {idle, idle ex }, ρ c (1) = ex, ρ e (e) = ex, and either (ρ c (2) = ex and ρ e (e ) = ex) or (ρ c (2) = sh and ρ e (e ) = sh).
We can also formulate other types of consistency properties as PRP. For instance, to check that idle ex corresponds to a memory (line) state in which one cache controller has exclusive access we can first add the following rule:
where bad is a new memory label and Q is an appropriate set of edge labels (see [26] ). The graph G = {1, 0, ∅, ρ s , ∅, ∅} with ρ s (1) = (bad, Λ e ) represents the set of violations to the consistency of the mode ex flag with respect to the current state of the fullmap. Our prototype implementation of the symbolic backward procedure with graph constraints verifies the above mentioned properties automatically [26].
Conclusions and Related Work
We have presented a new algorithm for parameterized verification of directorybased consistency protocols based on a graph representation (graph constraints) of infinite collections of configurations. The algorithm computes an overapproximation of the set of backward reachable configurations denoted by an initial set of graph constraints. We apply the new algorithm to different versions of a nontrivial case-study discussed in [20] . We plan to investigate how to extend this approach to deal with parameterized systems in which some of the nodes play both the role of server and client in different instances of a given communication protocol.
